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Abstract
The goal of this research is to investigate what happens when artefacts
mediate interaction. To do this we investigated nurse’s interaction during the
bandaging process in order to understand better how an artefact enhances
user’s experiences.
To maintain research rigour we applied a triangulation approach that links
observations of current procedures, talk-aloud protocol during interaction and
retrospective interviews. Using software to aid our analysis of the videos we
produced diagrammatic maps of their interaction. The maps allowed us to
see that some nurses bandage more intuitively than others. Nurses who
bandage intuitively assemble long sequences of bandaging actions while
nurses who bandage less intuitively “focus-shift” in between bandaging
actions. We argue that nurses who bandage intuitively demonstrate greater
expertise than nurses who do not. We discuss these differences and explore
how different levels of expertise can influence how mediated interaction
takes place. Finally, we introduced how knowledge generated from this
research can be transferred to the design domain, interaction and interface
design in particular, and contribute to the design process as a whole.
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The purpose of this paper is to describe the innovative process we have used
to investigate how interaction is mediated by artefacts. All human interaction
with the world is mediated by artefacts, whether those artefacts are tools or
are the object of our interaction. In this research we try to understand users’
engagement needs where interaction with an artefact is seen to be an
activity in which an artefact enhances user’s experiences.
To do this we have chosen to investigate compression bandages used in the
treatment of leg ulcers and how nurses interact and engage with these
compression bandages as they use them. To be able to investigate this we
needed to understand the illness, its effects on people and the role of artefact
(i.e. physical interface) during the bandaging activity. For this purpose we will
explain briefly the treatment and artefacts.
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Venous leg ulcers are a chronic health condition that cause severe pain and
cost for a significant segment of the older population (Graham, Harrison,
Nelson, Lorimer, & Fisher, 2003). Chronic venous leg ulcers are sores that occur
when a person with poor circulation receives an injury to his/her lower leg that
does not heal, resulting in an ulcer. Considerable research has been done to
determine the best treatment regime that will aid in the management and
healing of these ulcers (Cullum, Nelson, Fletcher, & Sheldon, 2005; Nelson &
Cullum, 2004).
The most common treatment for venous leg ulcers is compression therapy.
Compression therapy takes the form of sets of bandages that are applied to
the legs of people who have venous ulcers. The level of compression
achieved by the bandages augments the body's natural circulatory system to
promote recirculation of deoxygenated blood to the heart and lungs,
allowing it to become re-oxygenated. Fully oxygenated blood can then
circulate to the legs, allowing healing to begin.
The techniques used to correctly apply compression bandages to patients
with venous leg ulcers are well established (Finnie, 2002). However, the
physical skills involved and the exact knowledge required to correctly apply
compression bandages are less well known. Experts in the field (EWMA, 2003)
agree that the most important aspect of applying compression therapy is
achieving the desired correct sub-bandage pressure. The correct subbandage pressure is achieved by applying the bandages with a consistent
tension from ankle to knee. Too much tension, and too much pressure, is
damaging to the leg while too little tension, and too little pressure, is
therapeutically ineffective. Achieving the correct pressure is "difficult to
demonstrate practically" (Clark, 2003, p.6).
The expertise and experience of the nurse who applies compression
bandages seems to be critical in achieving the correct level of therapeutic
compression. In one study (Coull, Tolson, & McIntosh, 2006) 38% of nurses had
"inconsistent bandaging technique". Another study found that, when
measured with a sub-bandage pressure monitor, a surprisingly low number of
nurses had effective technique (Feben, 2003) or could achieve the correct
sub-bandage pressure. Neither study described the similarities or differences in
techniques used by nurses who did achieve correct pressure. Clearly a gap
exists for an exploration of the interaction between nurse and bandage that
could begin to explain the differences in how bandages are applied.
The starting point for our research is the premise that all human interaction
with the world is mediated by artefacts. These mediating artefacts may be
tools, found objects, designed objects or even concepts. That artefacts
mediate interaction is not in question here; our goal is to investigate what
happens when artefacts mediate interaction.
We have chosen compression bandages as the vehicle for this investigation.
Compression bandages are difficult to use although the exact skills required to
use them are not well known. A better understanding of how compression
bandages mediate nurse’s interaction would contribute to knowledge about
how compression bandages work and the training that could be beneficial to
nurses. An investigation of interaction, through a concrete artefact, would
also advance knowledge about user’s experiences and engagement.
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Methodology
This research was conducted using a qualitative study of nurses applying
compression bandaging to patients with venous leg ulcers. We studied 18
nurse-patient pairs who were selected opportunistically. We videoed 18 nursepatient pairs during the application of compression bandages. As this
research is qualitative, this number of interactions is sufficient to provide the
expected results. Where space permitted we videoed nurse-patient
interaction from two sides using cameras on tripods; when space was tight we
videoed using single hand-held cameras. Pairs were selected as patients
entered the treatment settings, called "Leg Clubs". Leg Clubs have been
shown to lead to better healing outcomes than in-home patient care
(Edwards, Courtney, Finlayson, Lewis, et al., 2005; Edwards, Courtney, Finlayson,
Lindsay, et al., 2005; Gordon et al., 2006) so we are confident that the nurses
we observed are skilled practitioners of compression therapy. Figure 1
demonstrates the context of the activity.

Figure 1: Context of the activity
To maintain research rigour we apply a triangulation approach that links (i)
observations of current procedures, (ii) talk-aloud protocols where a nurse and
patient are asked to talk aloud during the procedure and (iii) retrospective
interviews done after the procedure where a nurse is asked to explain the
decisions made..
After completing the field-work we coded the video segments using The
Observer (The Observer, 2007) software and a coding scheme developed for
this research. We applied the same coding scheme to all three sets of data
collected. The coding scheme (Table 1) included detailed codes to capture
actions in four main areas.
The first group, “Expertise”, deals with basic actions that are used in
combination with actions from the other groups to derive times when a nurse
has performed using tacit knowledge and times when she has performed
using explicit knowledge.
The second group, “Bandaging Materials” is used to code which particular
materials the nurse is using as she bandages a patient’s leg. Not every code is
used in each bandaging interaction. For example, a typical sequence of
codes might be: dressing, undercast, type 2, Stocking (light compression). The
different bandaging types are of increasing compression and their names are
based on the British Standard described in the European Wound
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Management Associations position paper on Compression Therapy (EWMA,
2003).
The third group “Bandage Modification” is used when a nurse cuts a bandage
to shorten it or tapes a bandage down to fix its end.
The final group, “Bandaging Technique” contains the methods that may be
used to apply compression therapy be that in the form of bandages or
compression stockings or hosiery. Depending on the bandage type and how
it is used in conjunction with other bandages, different techniques are
specified by the manufacturer of the bandages as achieving a particular
level of overall compression. (The Bandaging Technique codes are not
discussed in this paper).
Following coding, The Observer was used to produce time-event data which
was charted to produce "maps" (Bodker, 1991, 1996) of interaction derived
from the coding scheme. These maps are instrumental in analysing and
understanding the interaction, both from a bandaging point of view, and as
tool to investigate mediated interaction.
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Table 1: Coding scheme
Main Areas (Groups)
Expertise

Action
Planning
Doing
Reacting

Bandaging Materials

Dressing
Undercast
Type 1
Type 2
Type 3A
Type 3B
Type 3C
Type 3D
Stocking (light
compression)
Stocking (strong
compression)

Bandage Modification

Cut
Taped

Bandaging Technique

Foot
Ankle
Spiral
Figure of Eight
Putter
Stocking
Other

Results
By examining the time-event charts, or “maps” (Bodker, 1991, 1996) we saw
that nurses frequently experienced “focus shifts” (Bodker, 1991, 1996), which
can also be called “breakdowns”(Winograd & Flores, 1987), while bandaging.
A focus-shift occurs when work is interrupted to focus on the tool at hand
(Bodker, 1996, p. 150). We observed that the nurses experienced two types of
focus-shift. In the first type, a focus-shift occurred when the bandage was not
applied correctly and was significantly re-wound to begin the bandaging task
again. In this type of breakdown the activity, applying a bandage to a leg, is
the same, but the "purposeful actions" (Bodker, 1996, p.154) have changed.
The second type of breakdown occurred when a nurse finished applying one
bandage to a leg and then had to leave the bandaging area to locate the
next bandage in the set. In this case the activity itself has changed from
applying a bandage to locating a bandage.
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Some nurses would focus-shift frequently while bandaging while other nurses
would only rarely focus-shift. In the examples below we present descriptions of
bandaging interactions that illustrate the occurrence, or lack, of focus-shifts
while bandaging.

Nurse 1: Highly Experienced
In this example, we describe a bandaging episode with few examples of
focus-shifts. Figure 2 shows the full map of the interaction. In this case the
patient requires bandages on both legs. The interaction begins with the nurse
washing the patient's legs and preparing them for bandaging by cleaning
and moisturising the skin. During this time the map shows that the nurse is
alternating between planning and doing actions. From 0 minutes to 0:10:20
minutes the nurse is washing and drying the patient's legs. She then prepares
the left leg for bandaging and performs the bandaging. Then she prepares
the right leg for bandaging and performs the actions.

Figure 2: Map of interaction for an experienced nurse. Box shows location of
detail view (Figure 3)

Figure 3: Detail of figure 2
Figure 3 is a detail view of Figure 2 from time 0:10:20 to 0:17:35 minutes. During
this time the nurse prepared bandaging materials and then bandaged the
patients left leg. Prior to this (Figure 2) there were several iterations of planning
and doing when the nurse was preparing materials for washing the patient’s
legs and then performing the actions. Figure 2 shows how the nurse did all her
preparation before bandaging and then performed all the bandaging
without breaking away from bandaging actions to return to preparation of
materials. In order to prepare all the materials necessary for bandaging, the
nurse planned all of her actions before beginning the bandaging process. To
do so requires the perception of the entire bandaging process – from
beginning to end. This demonstrated a high level of expertise and experience
in bandaging.
Figure 3 shows that from 0:10:20 to 0:12:25 minutes the nurse was preparing
bandaging materials. This preparation involved locating materials from the
various locations in which they are stored and preparing them for use.
Bandages must be prepared for use by removing them from packaging.
Stockings must be prepared for use by mounting the stocking on an
applicator. The nurse assembled these materials on a trolley which was within
her reach next to the patient.
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Beginning at time 0:12:30 minutes and continuing to 0:17:35 minutes the nurse
was “doing bandaging”. From 0:12:30 to 0:14:00 minutes she was massaging
moisturising solution into the patient’s leg. From 0:14:00 to 0:14:35 she applied
a light compression stocking using an applicator that she had prepared earlier.
She then retrieved the roll of undercast bandage from the trolley and
bandaged the patient’s leg until 0:15:40 minutes. The next bandage applied
was a “type 2” compression bandage which occurred from 0:15:40 to 0:16:50
minutes. Finally, from 0:16:50 to 0:17:35 minutes the nurse mounted a second
light compression stocking to the applicator and applied it to the patient’s leg.
This example demonstrates the fluency of this nurse’s use of the bandages.
The nurse in this example only demonstrates one focus shift at 0:18:10 minutes
and then only during a preparing stage. Because we did not capture data on
the nurses relative experience we cannot say definitively that more
experience led to fewer focus shifts. However, it would be consistent with
research on expertise in other areas to say that the more experienced the
nurse, the fewer focus shifts and breakdowns.
Nurses who experienced few focus-shifts seemed to be relying on tacit
knowledge as they bandaged. Rather than considering each action, they
performed sequences of actions fluently, linking many different bandaging
actions into a larger process. As shown in figure 1, this nurse was able to
bandage both legs on a patient with only one focus-shift event, linking
together the use of many different bandaging materials and techniques, a
demonstration of a great deal of tacit knowledge.

Nurse 2: Inexperienced
In this example, we describe an interaction where the nurse experienced
frequent focus shifts during bandaging. In this case the nurse is bandaging
only one of the patient’s legs. Figure 4 shows the full map of the interaction.
This map begins after the washing and preparing of materials has taken place.
The nurse applies a dressing to the patient’s leg and then begins bandaging.
She experiences a brief focus shift while applying the undercast and then
bandages fluently for almost two minutes using a type 3a bandage. The next
part of the interaction is depicted more fully in figure 5.

Figure 4: Map of interaction for an inexperienced nurse. Box shows location of
detail view (Figure 5)

Figure 5: Detail of figure 4
In figure 5, from 0:04:05 to 0:09:00 minutes no planning is depicted. From
0:04:05 to 0:04:15 minutes the nurse is completing the previous bandaging
action by cutting and taping the type 3a bandage. From 0:04:20 to 0:05:30
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minutes the nurse is asking another nurse how to apply the next bandage she
will use, a type 3c. This time is coded as reacting because she had already
obtained the materials. The nurse begins doing bandaging at 0:05:30 minutes,
first by briefly explaining what she will do to the patient before actually
beginning the use of the type 3c bandage at time 0:05:50 minutes. She
bandages continuously, without verbalisation until 0:07:05 minutes. It seems
that she was using tacit knowledge until this point. At 0:07:05 minutes she
begins using explicit knowledge during the bandaging procedure (indicated
by the reacting code in conjunction with the doing code). The video for this
portion of the interaction shows the nurse applying bandage incorrectly. This
nurse then asks for assistance and advice from a more experienced nurse for
the remainder of the time.
This nurse experienced focus shifts while applying a bandage, showing that
she was inexperienced. She relied frequently on explicit knowledge. The next
example shows a nurse applying a three-layer bandaging system who
experiences several focus shifts between bandages, showing that she is more
experienced than Nurse 2 but uses less tacit knowledge than Nurse 1.

Nurse 3: Some experience
In contrast to Nurse 2, Nurse 3 uses individual bandages fluently but
experiences focus shifts between bandages while she applies the entire
bandaging system. Nurse 3 demonstrates more experience and uses more
tacit knowledge than Nurse 2, but is not as fluent as Nurse 1.

Figure 6: Map of interaction for a somewhat experienced nurse. Box shows
location of detail view (Figure 7)

Figure 7: Detail of figure 6
At the beginning of the interaction depicted in figure 6 the nurse is washing
and preparing the patient’s leg for bandaging. It shows a similar pattern to
that at the beginning of figure 2. Following the washing, drying, and
moisturising of the patient’s leg, the nurse gathers some materials and then
applies a dressing to the leg from 0:04:35 to 0:05:20 minutes. She then ceases
bandaging to gather the next material she will use, an undercast bandage.
This time is coded as reacting because the nurse has broken away from the
bandaging activity she started at 0:04:35 to perform a preparatory activity.
From 0:05:35 to 0:07:50 the nurse bandaged fluently, save for a small focus shift
where she slightly removed the bandage from the patient’s leg to correct a
minor error.
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Figure 7 shows a detail view of figure 6 from 0:07:35 to 0:09:50 minutes. From
0:07:35 to 0:07:50 minutes the nurse is completing the type 2 bandaging
process. From 0:07:55 to 0:08:35 minutes she is preparing the light compression
stocking she will apply from 0:08:35 to 0:08:50 minutes. The time for preparing
the stocking is coded as reacting as well as preparing because the nurse had
to move from the bandaging area to a materials storage area to locate a roll
of compression stocking and cut a piece to length before returning to apply
the stocking at 0:08:35 minutes. At 0:08:50 minutes, having applied the
stocking it is apparent that it is too short so the nurse again leaves the
bandaging area and retrieves another length of stocking, this time of the
correct length. She returns at 0:09:10 and at 0:09:15 minutes begins applying
the stocking. The remainder of the time depicted, from 0:09:30 to 0:09:50
minutes, is spent assisting the patient with her sock and helping her to stand
up.
The nurses who experienced a high number of focus-shifts did so while
performing bandaging activities. That is, they frequently broke away from a
bandaging activity before it was completed due to a focus shift. When a
focus shift occurred before a bandage had been applied completely, it was
to focus on the bandage itself, as Nurse 2 did. When a focus shift occurred
between the application of bandages, as the example with Nurse 3 shows it
was to locate other materials required to complete the larger bandaging
action. In both cases, those nurses demonstrate less expertise than Nurse 1.

Discussion
The findings presented above have the potential to be valuable not only to
the nursing field because they could be used to identify different degrees of
expertise and are transferable to other domain. Identifying expertise is
important because of its effects on interaction and solution outcome. A
bandage that is too loose is therapeutically ineffective and too tight is
uncomfortable and has the potential to cause more injury.
The typical way that expertise in bandaging is assessed is to have nurses
bandage people who are wearing sub-bandage pressure sensors on their legs.
People with leg ulcers cannot wear the sensors. Consequently, sub-bandage
pressure sensors can only be used on people with healthy legs who do not
actually require compression therapy. Finally, as this testing occurs in nonnatural settings with healthy volunteers it is not reflective of the nurses normal
work practice.
The results of this study demonstrate an additional way of assessing expertise.
(Kraal, 2006). Importantly, this new way of assessing expertise is non-invasive
and can be used in the field as well as in laboratory settings. Therefore, we
suggest that observation of practice complements existing methods of
assessing expertise. If the expertise is assessed within the context, then it has
better potentials to be applied into the design of future activities and artefact
interfaces that will support the required interaction better.

Tacit and Explicit Knowledge
Each nurse whose interaction is described experienced at least one focus-shift
while treating the patient. Nurse 1 had a brief focus-shift while preparing to
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bandage the patient’s second leg. Nurse 2 had, among others, a long focus
shift while bandaging that was related to her inexperience with the bandage
at hand. Nurse 3 had a number of focus shifts that were associated with her
finishing one bandage and preparing the subsequent bandage for use.
These different experiences of focus shifts demonstrate different levels of
fluency in bandaging. Nurse 1 is clearly the most expert as she bandages
fluently without focus shifting to acquire additional materials, while Nurse 3
uses individual bandages fluently but does not demonstrate the same mastery
of the entire process as Nurse 1. Nurse 2 shows even less expertise than Nurse 3
because she experienced a focus shift while using a bandage rather than
between bandages.
It seems that the nurses who experience frequent focus shifts are relying on
explicit knowledge when they bandage. Nurse 2 uses explicit knowledge
about the application technique of the bandage in order to complete the
process. Nurse 3 uses explicit knowledge about the sequencing of the
bandages she uses to move through the bandaging process and tacit
knowledge about the application technique of the bandage she is using.
In contrast, it can be seen that Nurse 1 bandages only using tacit knowledge.
She has prepared all the bandaging materials before beginning bandaging,
making it possible for her to use her tacit knowledge while bandaging and
maintain a "flow state" (Csikszentmihalyi, 1992). It is apparent that Nurse 2 has
also prepared the materials beforehand, as she does not break away during
bandaging to prepare subsequent materials, as Nurse 3 does, however Nurse
2 is hampered by her apparent lack of experience in performing bandaging.
This demonstrates the differences between highly experienced, less
experienced and inexperienced nurses. The main difference is that the expert
nurse demonstrated the high level utilisation of tacit knowledge which is
represented through planning (Popovic, 2003), continuous interaction and
engagement.
Nurse 2's better preparation is somewhat unexpected, given her apparent
inexperience. However, the different context of Nurse 2 and Nurse 3's
interaction can be said to contribute to their different levels of preparation.
Because Nurse 2 was dealing with a new patient, she was explaining in detail
the bandaging process from end to end, demonstrating the materials before
she began bandaging. Conversely, Nurse 3 was interacting with a long-term
patient and was much more casual in her interaction with her. She did not
explain her actions to the patient and on several occasions asked the patient
for confirmation that as to the next bandaging material – e.g. "You normally
have this [bandage] next, right?"

Context-mediated Interaction (CMI)
Having seen that the more expert nurse’s interaction with the bandages is
more fluent, we can suggest that when nurses bandage fluently,
demonstrating high expertise, they interact through the bandages in pursuit of
the higher goal of "treating a patient". That the tool being used by an expert
"disappears" while being used is often taken as read. As Bodker puts it "The
proficient users normally does not carry out actions on the artefact" (1991,
p.83).
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Conversely, it is usual to suggest that when the nurses experience focus-shifts
they cease their pursuit of the higher goal of "treating a leg ulcer" and instead
focus on "using a bandage". This can be seen in the map of Nurse 2's long
focus shift (Figures 3 and 4) while bandaging which suggests that the
bandage became the object of her interaction rather than the patient.
However, in contrast, it is not apparent from the maps that the more fluent
nurses were unaware of the bandages. Indeed, having observed many nurses
bandaging, and spoken with many about the process of learning to bandage,
it seems that nurses who bandage fluently are simultaneously aware of the
bandage and their higher goal. As Verbeek notes “someone who plays the
piano is directed toward the music and at the same time is substantially
involved with the piano itself. [I]ts machinery is not completely in the
background but not entirely in the foreground either” (2005, p.194). Verbeek
calls this “focal engagement” (2005, p.195) and contrasts it with “effort” (2005,
p.195). This distinction can be seen in our results where Nurse 2 puts a lot of
effort into her engagement with the bandages (Figure 4) while Nurse 1 is
focally engaged, that is aware of both the artefact and the thing that the
artefact makes possible.
This duality of awareness possessed by experts is not described in standard
models of expertise. Instead, experts are thought of as having operationalised
lower-level actions to the degree that they are no longer aware of the
functioning of the artefact (Dreyfus, Dreyfus, & Athanasiou, 1986, cited in
Bodker, 1991, p.83). This simultaneous awareness of material and goal may be
more tacit than explicit. This duality of awareness can be attributed to her
expertise level as she was able to accesses the knowledge in more efficient
way. This is demonstrated by an ‘intuitive’ performance (Blackler, Popovic and
Mahar, 2003). It is also supported by an earlier model of novices and experts in
which their differences were outlined. Based on this earlier research, the
expert nurse demonstrated stable internal representation and large pattern
perception. Her experience played an important role during the interaction
where already known principles are reinforced and improper ones modified
and she was able to engage within the activity without concentration on the
physical artefact (Popovic, 2003). In this case context-mediated interaction
(CMI) is demonstrated by the level of expertise and experience, tacit and
explicit knowledge. CMI allows a consideration of the wider context in which
an artefact is used, both in the physical and the emergent sense.

Knowledge Transfer to Design Domain
Despite the fact that we researched an expertise that informs the nursing
practice we believe that our findings are transferable to other domains
including design. Within the design domain their applicability is within the
interface and interaction design mainly (Table 2).
Table 2 Transfer of findings to design domain
Expertise level

Focus-shift

Performance

High

Rarely

Planning
High
perception of

Knowledge
utilisation

Transfer to the
design domain
Interface design

Tacit

Context aware
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activity and its
process
Simultaneous
awareness of
higher goal
and an
Intuitive
performance
Engagement
in the activity
without
concentrating
on an
artefact
Some

Inexperience
d

Several

High

Less intuitive
performance
Assistance
required
Break away
from the
activity
Low
perception of
activity and its
process

interfaces
Training
procedures
Activity focused
scenario design
Explicit
Tacit

User
experiences
Design process

Rare use of
tacit
knowledge
High use of
explicit
knowledge

Table 2 illustrates summary of findings and their potential transfer to the design
of interfaces, designing for user experiences and an activity focused scenario.
For example: an interface can be designed to support an intuitive
performance and minimize focus-shift by researching and identifying users’
experiences (Blackler, Popovic and Mahar, 2007). By transferring the
knowledge about their experiences and familiarity into an interface design
the transition between expertise levels will be achieved faster. Another
example of application refers to context aware interfaces. In this case, an
interface should have the potentials to adapt and support users’ awareness of
higher goals and an artefact simultaneously. These are just few examples of
potential knowledge transfer and its applications. Further research is needed
to test this.
This research has opened another opportunity, that is to apply the same
research approach and study focus-shift of expert and novice designers and
its implication to the design process and outcome.

Conclusion
The purpose of our research has been to investigate what happens when
artefacts mediate interaction. In this paper we have reported on this
investigation by examining a concrete artefact, bandages used to treat
chronic venous leg ulcers.
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Our research methodology and analysis techniques are novel, particularly
with regard to the area of investigation. Building on Bodker’s maps of
interaction (1991, 1996) we have created visualisations of long sequences of
interaction using our coding scheme as a basis. These maps have allowed us
to see hidden relationships between actions and tacit and explicit knowledge
and expertise differences based on focus-shift.
Through observing nurses working with these bandages we have been able to
show when and how mediated interaction takes place. We have also
demonstrated the complex interplay and interrelation of interaction, tacit and
explicit knowledge, expertise and experience. We have called this contextmediated interaction (CMI).
The significance of this research is in its potential application to artefact
design. We believe that our research has advanced knowledge about user
experiences, expertise, performance and engagement. We have been able
to show when and how tacit and explicit knowledge were used. The most
significant findings are about user’s focus-shifts and how these relates to
expertise level and performance. Our investigation of bandaging will
undoubtedly contribute to domain knowledge. However, this knowledge is
also transferable to other domains. Its relevance to design is outlined and
supported by examples. Our future research will test the findings
demonstrated in this paper within the design domain and expand this
research toward the investigation of designer’s focus-shifts during the design
process. This can contribute to the significant expansion of the design process
as a whole.
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